Hedge Funds and Anti-Money Laundering
Executive Overview

A combination of secrecy, weak regulation, and rapid proliferation make hedge funds a very attractive vehicle for money launderers. This white paper describes how hedge funds fit into the overall lifecycle of money laundering; the history of money laundering regulations and how this is shaping the face of the hedge funds industry today; and new regulations such as the USA PATRIOT Act and how hedge funds are affected by these developments. Oracle Financial Services employs several advanced detection algorithms that are well-suited for finding money laundering in the layering and integration stages, including Link analysis, sequence matching, and outlier detection.

Introduction

The financial services industry is striving to close all loopholes potentially available to launderers. One investment vehicle that continues to receive close scrutiny is the Hedge Fund. These funds, or “Private Investment Companies,” operate under certain exemptions from registration under the Securities Act of 1933 and the Investment Company Act of 1940 as well as from the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and U.S. Investment Advisors Act of 1940.

To maintain these exemptions, hedge funds must meet specific guidelines regarding their structure, clientele, and operation. As “non-public offerings,” these funds are exempted from compliance with the registration and prospectus delivery requirements. They are also prohibited from advertising, so fund managers must rely on word of mouth or existing relationships to attract investors. Most funds are established as private investment partnerships, strict limits regarding the number of investors are imposed on each fund, and each investor must meet minimum income and net worth standards since funds are open only to “qualified purchasers” or “accredited investors.” Even though fund managers or administrators often know their customers through preexisting relationships, they must gather background information on potential investors to determine whether the investors meet
minimum requirements. Nevertheless, investors often use intermediaries who do not divulge their identities to the fund managers.

Offshore funds, or funds located outside the United States, are created for investments by non-U.S. investors and certain U.S. tax exempt investors. These funds are frequently managed by U.S. fund managers, execute securities transactions on U.S. exchanges, and apply strategies similar to U.S.-based funds.

However, all administrative and audit activities must be conducted offshore for the fund and its investors to avoid certain tax and Internal Revenue Service (IRS) reporting obligations. For example, domestic hedge funds have to file returns with the IRS that identifies all investors while offshore hedge funds are not subject to this requirement. While it appears that domestic hedge funds will be subject to the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act, offshore funds are subject to the securities laws and regulations imposed by the jurisdiction in which they are domiciled. Many of these jurisdictions have relatively lax anti-money laundering standards, although they are urged to adopt international anti-money laundering policies. Where such policies are lacking, it is difficult to ensure that sufficient information about the client or client’s source of wealth is obtained.

Funds are set up as a limited partnership (LP) with the fund manager acting as the general partner and organized as a limited liability corporation (LLC), a LP, or subchapter S corporation (S Corp). The investors are brought in as limited partners whose liability is equivalent only to the size of their investment. Investor funds are pooled by the manager and returns are paid out in proportional shares. Therefore, it is very difficult to track the source of funds used by the hedge fund. Funds of funds further clouds these issues and increases the opacity inherent in such investment vehicles.

Due to their relative profitability in the current investment environment, hedge funds are experiencing an increase in popularity, particularly for “nontraditional” investors such as corporations, pension funds, private banking clients, and insurance companies. Money
launderers commonly use “shell” companies to hide their activities, and the proliferation of nontraditional investors makes launderers’ shell companies stand out less.¹

The number of available funds is growing as well, and broker-dealers are turning to these vehicles in greater numbers since they provide tremendous opportunity to generate large profits for fund managers and firms. Concurrently, funds looking to increase their potential customer base are beginning to decrease minimum investment limits from US$1 million to as little as US$25,000. However, as funds get bigger, it is more difficult for them to invest in a manner that allows them to out-maneuver the market in the same way they could when they were small, which limits profitability. In addition, as funds grow in size, the complexity and difficulty of managing a large asset base also increases. Therefore, large funds invest in small funds and close funds to new investors—leading managers to open new funds.

HEDGE FUNDS AND THE MONEY LAUNDERING LIFECYCLE

There are three steps in the money laundering lifecycle, and hedge funds are more likely to be used in the later steps than the earlier ones.

- **Placement.** Getting “dirty” money into a legitimate financial system. Often the dirty money is in the form of cash or cash equivalents (money orders, traveler’s checks, cashier’s checks).

- **Layering.** Moving the money around to disguise its true origin. This often involves many transactions intended to distance the money from the original depositor.

- **Integration.** Creating some plausible explanation for where the money came from. For example, a fake business may be the explanation for the source of the money. This often involves mixing laundered money with legitimately earned money.

Most mechanisms for stopping money laundering focus on the placement step because it is the easiest step in which to catch launderers. Federal laws require a Currency Transaction Report (CTR) to be filed for cash transactions over US$10,000. Logs are kept for money order purchases over US$3,000. Computer systems can find accounts that appear to be deliberately “smurfing” right below the US$10,000 or US$3,000 thresholds or structuring their deposits to avoid the reporting requirement. Computer systems can also find accounts that are depositing large amounts of cash over a short period of time. Still, these laws, policies, and systems do not stop all the money from entering financial institutions.

Hedge funds are more likely to be used late in the layering step or as an integration mechanism. This is due to various characteristics of hedge funds and how they are normally used.

- **Hedge funds usually deal in large amounts of money.** The minimum opening deposit has historically been US$1 million, and although minimums are falling, they are still relatively large. Hedge funds would not be a good vehicle for making frequent deposits of small amounts of money because this behavior is not normal for hedge funds and would stand out. Thus, hedge funds are not likely to be used in the placement stage.

- **Hedge funds usually do not deal in large amounts of cash and cash equivalents.** This behavior would stand out in a hedge and would draw attention. Another reason why hedge funds are not a likely vehicle in the placement stage.

- **Hedge funds have restrictions on withdrawal of money.** Money can only be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, or even annually. In the early stages of layering, it is common to quickly move money through many accounts in a series of rapid transactions. Hedge funds are not conducive to this rapid movement of funds and therefore are unlikely to be used early in the layering step.

- **Since much secrecy surrounds hedge funds and their returns, the growth in hedge funds provides a great “plausible explanation” for the origin of money.** When a launderer withdraws money, it can be attributed to wealth growth that is difficult to trace or refute. This makes hedge funds easy to use in the integration step.
• The launderer may not be interested in using the money right away; he may be interested in stashing the money away for use years later. In this situation, the integration step simply involves investing the money and waiting. Passage of time gives the money a shade of legitimacy. Since hedge funds normally deal in large sums of money often from all around the world, they make great final repositories for money launderers’ money.

The following example illustrates how a hedge fund can be part of a larger money laundering scheme. A cocaine distributor has $4 million in cash he needs to launder. He has one hundred different checking accounts at various banks opened under false names. He and his employees deposit the $4 million into the accounts over the course of a couple weeks. Because all the deposits are about $5,000 and are spread out over time over various branches, no CTRs are filed, and no suspicions raised. The money has been successfully placed into the financial system.

The money is then consolidated from the one hundred accounts into five central accounts using a combination of checks, journals, and wire transfers. From the five accounts, the money is further consolidated into an offshore account in the Cayman Islands. It is then wired to another account in Jersey and further wired to an account in the Philippines. Finally, the $4 million is used as an opening deposit at a new hedge fund. The money is channeled through an intermediary and supposedly comes from a wealthy Asian business executive who wants a higher rate of return than he believes he can get with traditional investments. The hedge fund is eager to recruit new investors and does not want to turn any money away. They take the “Asian business executive” story at face value and do not dig too deep to verify that the business really exists. The layering step is complete; the money has been distanced from its criminal origins.

The launderer leaves the money in the hedge fund, and after two years it has grown to $7 million. At this point the launderer withdraws $1 million and retires to live in style. If anyone questions the origin of his funds, he has paperwork to show that he’s living off the large returns from a hedge fund. The layering and the passing of time are sufficient to cloud the origin of the original investment. The integration step is complete. The drug distributor is enjoying his illegal gains and has a plausible explanation for its origin.

MONEY LAUNDERING AND TERRORIST ACTIVITIES

The process of terrorist financing is conceptually the reverse of traditional money laundering. In traditional money laundering, money from illegal activities is moved through the financial system, distanced from its origin, and made to appear legitimate. Financers of terrorist activities take money (often from legitimate sources such as a charity), move it through the financial system, distance it from its origin, and finally use it for illegal activities.

So while the process as a whole is run in reverse, there are many similarities. In particular:

• The layering step is very similar to traditional money laundering. Terrorists need to distance terrorist activities from their funding source to keep the funding mechanisms from being shut down.
A temporary repository is needed to aggregate funds until they are needed. Secrecy and anonymity are crucial for this, especially if the amounts of money are large.

Hedge funds provide the secrecy and anonymity needed for these types of money movements. Investigations have shown that terrorists often operate on very low budgets. Historically, there may not have been enough money in terrorist operations to meet the initial US$1 million minimum, but as opening deposits drop to as low as US$25,000, hedge funds may provide the right combination of secrecy and minimum size to be used by terrorists.

The following example illustrates how a hedge fund could be part of a larger terrorist financing operation. A terrorist group creates a front organization that operates as a charity dedicated to poverty relief for a certain ethnic group. The charity collects donations from wealthy individuals in a particular region interested in helping out that group of people. Some of the money actually does go for social services for the poor, but a large portion of the donations is funneled into the bank account of International Trading Company (ITC), a shell company. Another shell company Great American Consulting (GAC) sends false invoices to ITC for $100,000 for services supposedly performed by GAC. ITC wires the $100,000 to GAC, and GAC opens a hedge fund account with a low initial minimum. After the one-year lockup period, GAC can withdraw money monthly, and a few thousand dollars a month are used to support a terrorist cell in the United States.

HISTORY OF MONEY LAUNDERING REGULATIONS

In order to understand the current extend of money laundering, it is necessary to understand the laws that have shaped money laundering down through the years. As new regulations were added, launderers adapted their techniques to skirt new laws. The most common laundering techniques in use today are a direct response to laws enacted over the years.

The Currency and Foreign Transaction Reporting Act (1) also known as the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA), and its implementing regulation, 31 CFR 103, is a tool the U.S. Government uses to fight drug trafficking, money laundering, and other crimes. Congress enacted the BSA to prevent banks and other financial service providers from being used as intermediaries for, or to hide the transfer or deposit of money derived from, criminal activity. Individuals who derive their income from illicit sources cannot explain the source of their wealth and therefore structure transactions in order to avoid the reporting requirements of the BSA. Initially this was accomplished by structuring currency transactions in amounts below the $10,000 reporting threshold.

As financial institutions began reporting structured currency transactions, money laundering changed course. Launderers began purchasing monetary instruments and transferring funds electronically in increments below the $10,000 reporting requirement. The government countered these moves with the requirement that financial institutions record identifying information regarding the sale of monetary instruments and wire transfers in amounts of $3,000 or more. Once again money launderers sought new methods to disguise illegal monetary gains, and their transactions involving monetary instruments and wire transfers dipped below the $3,000 threshold. The launderers then began to bulk-ship currency
and monetary instruments offshore to BSA and Financial Action Task Force (FATF) high-risk geographies.

Money launderers also sought methods of investing funds that were less likely to detect or report their activity. Hedge funds, which are largely unregulated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), are a likely source for money launderers to exploit. However, a hedge fund and the hedge fund general partner would be defined as a financial institution in the BSA regulations. This theory took advantage of the very broad definition of “financial institution” in 31 CFR section 103.11(n) to characterize individual persons as “financial institutions” with a legal duty to file a CTR each time the individual engages in a transaction in currency (that is, a physical transfer of currency) in excess of US$10,000. This theory works best with helpful admissions by the defendant.\(^2\)

Money laundering was codified in Title 18 Section 1956 and 1957 with the passage of the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986. Title 18 section 1956(a)(1) states that whoever, knowing that the property involved in a financial transaction represents the proceeds of some form of unlawful activity, conducts or attempts to conduct such a financial transaction which in fact involved the proceeds of specified unlawful activity.

(A) (i) with the intent to promote the carrying on of specified unlawful activity;

or

(ii) with the intent to engage in conduct constituting a violation of section 7201 or 7206 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or

(B) Knowing that the transaction is designed in whole or in part –

(i) to conceal or disguise the nature, the location, the source, the ownership, or control of the proceeds of SUA; or

(ii) to avoid a transaction reporting requirement under state, or federal law shall be sentenced to a fine of not more that $500,000 or twice the value of the property involved in the transaction, whichever is greater, or imprisoned for not more than twenty years, or both.

Individuals including representatives of financial institutions who receive funds derived from specified unlawful activity are at risk of being charged with a money laundering law violation, if they know that those funds are derived from illegal activity when they have direct knowledge or when they are willfully blind. Willful blindness is defined as having your suspicions aroused, but then failing to make further

A representative of a financial institution who turns a blind eye because they believe the funds involved in a financial transaction are derived from an illegal source such as an illegal gambling operation, income tax evasion, or mortgage flipping scheme, could be indicted as a money launderer if those funds are actually derived from specified unlawful activity.

**RECENT REGULATIONS AFFECTING HEDGE FUNDS**

Figure 1 explains the various entities involved in a hedge fund and the relationships among these entities. Understanding the entities lays the foundation for understanding how recent regulations affect hedge funds. Hedge funds consist of a general partner who controls the fund and a set of limited partners who are the investors in the fund. The general partner almost always has his own money invested in the fund. Most hedge funds use prime brokerage accounts to support their business. Prime brokerages offer vital services such as technology support, financing, administrative support, trading capabilities, and clearance and custody services. In addition to the prime brokerage, a hedge fund may use numerous broker dealers to execute many of its trades. When investors deposit money, instead of going directly to the prime broker, it is typically deposited into a bank escrow account and then passed on to the prime broker if and when appropriate.

Prime brokerages handle much of a hedge fund’s day-to-day operations. These brokerages are not released from all “know your customer” (KYC) responsibilities, as there is a need to conduct reviews such as background credit checks, but they are not subject to suitability obligations; therefore, the
information obtained by prime brokerages, to date, has been minimal. However, this could change as prime brokerages are subject to the USA Patriot Act regulations.

What is not clear is whether the prime brokerage can rely upon blanket certifications that the fund has complied with anti-money laundering regulations or if the prime brokerage will need to request more detailed information to fulfill its due diligence responsibilities. Comments made at a recent Society of International Affairs (SIA) Compliance and Legal conference revealed that it is still unknown as to how much responsibility will lie with the prime brokerage to obtain detailed beneficial owner information for certain accounts like hedge funds and pension funds. Section 311 of the USA PATRIOT Act sets forth special measures to identify beneficial owners, which may directly affect prime brokerages. However, at this point, the industry is waiting for the U.S. Treasury to publicly release the definition of “beneficial ownership of an account.”

Although a hedge fund typically runs 20 to 30 percent of their trades through its prime broker, the hedge fund may use numerous executing brokers for the remaining trades. The broker-dealer who executes transactions on behalf of the hedge fund account usually does not look through the hedge fund to identify the ultimate beneficiaries.

Hedge funds receive money from their investors, which is typically deposited into a bank escrow account. The bank can identify the origination of funds for a hedge fund investor but the bank contact is limited to the customer activity within that one fund (or possibly fund family). Once the hedge fund manager determines the investor is properly qualified, the funds are released to the prime brokerage account. Generally, redemptions are transmitted directly from the prime brokerage to the investor. Thus, it is primarily the prime brokerage that is privy to investment and redemption behaviors. However, an important piece of the puzzle resides with the bank that receives the original funds. It stands to reason that checks and electronic transfers are the most frequently used payment vehicles given that hedge fund investments are of such dollar magnitude. The bank, however, is also subject to all regulations governing the reporting of currency and monetary instruments.

It is anticipated that hedge funds will be required to establish anti-money laundering compliance programs. Section 321 of the USA PATRIOT Act includes in the definition of “financial institution” commodity trading advisors, commodity pool operators, and futures commission merchants. The hedge fund managers who fall within these categories are obliged to establish anti-money laundering programs. In fact, the Managed Funds Association (MFA) recently published preliminary guidelines for hedge funds on developing anti-money laundering programs. Additionally, it is likely hedge funds will adopt anti-money laundering procedures in order to satisfy its prime broker who is covered by the Act. Furthermore, the USA PATRIOT Act mandates a study, due by October 26, 2002, of investment companies and their potential for money laundering. What is ambiguous is whether the term

---

“investment company” embraces private investment companies, as they are not included in the definition of “Investment Company” under the Investment Company Act of 1940.

If a hedge fund is affiliated with a broker-dealer, it is normally the broker-dealer who is making the initial sales of the fund and therefore it has suitability obligations and can also fulfill the KYC and enhanced due diligence obligations. Clearly, the broker-dealers and mutual funds that offer hedge funds will incorporate stricter due diligence and KYC policies as a result of the USA PATRIOT Act and ongoing customer suitability requirements. Additionally, under proposed regulations, they will be required to comply with Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) reporting.

Conclusion

Hedge funds are very susceptible to money laundering because they combine all the following traits in a single financial institution:

- **Secrecy**. Anonymity of investors, intermediaries hide identities, pooling of funds, funds of funds.
- **Light regulation**. Offshore countries with insufficient laws, exemption from registration.
- **Rapid proliferation**. Many new funds being started, lower minimum investments, increased use by nontraditional investors.

These three traits can combine to allow launderers to move large amounts of money without drawing too much attention.

Additional characteristics make the detection of money laundering in hedge funds a very difficult problem. Hedge funds are usually not used in the placement stage when money laundering is easiest to detect. This is because hedge funds still require large amounts of money—amounts large enough that using cash and monetary instruments become awkward and stand out. In addition, hedge funds have long lockup periods and only allow monthly or quarterly withdrawals. For these reasons, hedge funds are more likely to be used late in the layering stage or in the integration stage, when funds have already been made to look as legitimate as possible.

Oracle Financial Services employs several advanced detection algorithms that are well-suited for finding money laundering in the layering and integration stages. While most technical approaches to detecting money laundering focus exclusively in the placement stage, Oracle Financial Services goes beyond this to detect laundering at all stages. The Oracle Financial Services techniques that are particularly suited for the more difficult detection problems include

- **Link analysis**. This technique finds groups of accounts or customers that are linked together. Two accounts may be linked because they share an address or phone number, or they may be linked because one transfers money to the other. A group of accounts that on the surface appear to be independent may actually be acting in coordination, controlled by one person. This behavior is common in the layering stage of money laundering.
- **Sequence matching.** Events that by themselves appear benign may be suspicious when considered in relation with other events in a specific time sequence. A series of wire transfers occurring in a particular sequence and in a specific time window may be indicative of layering even if the transfers individually look benign. The sequence matching algorithm can piece together related events so that a clear, whole picture emerges.

- **Outlier detection.** Although launderers may appear to be normal hedge fund customers, there can be subtle ways in which they stand out from their peers; for example, the frequency of deposits and withdrawals, the timing of deposits and withdrawals, and the number and types of sources that deposits come from. The outlier detection algorithm can identify these subtle differences that make launderers stand out from their peers.

While detecting money laundering in hedge funds is a difficult problem, there are technical solutions organizations can employ to solve this and other late-stage money laundering problems.